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Aim of the project
This project was a BLS-focused adjunct to a National Science Foundation Digital Government
grant to define a statistical knowledge network and user interfaces that will help citizens easily
find and understand government statistical information. The BLS effort focused on discovering
ways to automatically categorize BLS webpages and use these new categorizations in dynamic
user interfaces under development in the larger project. The overall aim was to create alternative
organizations for the BLS website that people could use to explore and find data more easily and
effectively. More specifically, the project aimed to achieve the following objectives:
1. To develop automatic techniques that BLS can use to improve indexing for the BLS website.
2. To apply these techniques to alternative indexes for the BLS website.
3. To evaluate the effectiveness of these new indexes.
4. To develop a set of computational tools that BLS can apply for future iterations of its data
collection.
Scope and Procedures
This work investigated a series of statistical clustering techniques to discover conceptual
categories for organizing the webpages on the BLS website. The project developed a suite of
computational techniques and tools that BLS can use to conduct its own analyses over time as its
WWW dissemination efforts continue to evolve. These alternative categorizations will be
helpful to providing alternative user interfaces for the diverse user population who use the BLS
website. To this end, a team of information scientists worked over the August 2002 through
September 2005 period to test different statistical procedures for discovering categories in the
BLS website, develop a parameterized statistical text mining toolkit that will allow BLS
personnel to continue to create alternative conceptual architectures for websites, and link these
categorizations to several instances of a novel user interface known as the Relation Browser.
The 2004-2005 work built upon the previous year’s effort to define a clustering research agenda
for BLS data (August 2002-July 2004). This report summarizes the work over the full three
years of the project.
It is well known that when humans create categories for a collection they are making judgments.
Thus, different classificationists from Aristotle through Ranganathan, Dewey, and the Library of
Congress staff offer different ways to slice and dice the conceptual world. Automatic
classification must also be viewed as an ‘interpretation’ of a collection that will depend on the
interactions of a complex set of parameters. Some of these parameters are independent of the
particular clustering algorithm (e.g., how to represent the collection to the algorithm) and some
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are inherent to the algorithm (e.g., probabilistic assumptions, number of clusters desired). Thus,
any set of categories for a collection, whether human-generated or machine-generated is best
viewed as only one way to organize the collection.
Likewise, once a set of categories has been determined, the actual indexing (cataloging) of
specific items in the collection into the categories is also based on judgments (in the case of
human indexers) or parameter settings (machine assignments). Thus, we may find specific
webpages under several categories, not in a category some specific person might expect, or in a
category that seems inapplicable to some specific person.
One important result from the work reported here is that automatic classification works best
when its application is supported by humans with knowledge of the domain and the techniques at
hand.
It is useful to view the organization of a large website, like the BLS website, as an architecture
created by human experts. The categories typically reflect organizational structures in the
institution as well as the nature of the mission and concepts central to that mission. It is our
observation in working with a variety of government agencies over the past decade that the
typical website architecture reflects administrative and functional structures within the agency,
which presumably also reflects the central concepts of the agency mission. With the increasing
use of government websites by larger portions of the citizenry, it is important that agencies
provide website architectures that provide alternative views for the diverse ways that people
might think about demographics and other concepts.
With this aim in mind, we investigated a variety of ways to apply automated categorization and
indexing to the BLS website with the goal of illustrating the feasibility of using automatic tools
to assist BLS personnel in structuring and maintaining websites that are useful to wide ranges of
users. We focused our work on discovering a small set of categories and then creating an
instance of a highly interactive interface for exploring large websites to illustrate one possible
alternative architecture and exploration mechanism. Overall, we are encouraged by the resulting
prototype and optimistic that BLS personnel can apply the tools and techniques in the months
and years ahead to save BLS time and resources and to better serve users.
Our procedures are summarized in six rounds of investigation over the past 36 months (Round 6
and the study from Round 5 were conducted in the third year). Throughout these rounds, we
worked to develop a general purpose toolkit, conducted meetings with BLS staff and other
interested parties, and wrote papers and reports of progress. The work evolved over the rounds
and several efforts recurred or were revisited throughout the process. In the following,
‘documents’ and ‘webpages’ are used interchangeably. In most cases we actually mean the post
indexing representation for a document or webpage, but will use the term document for
simplicity.
Round 1: Term Clustering.
Based on initial discussions with BLS personnel, we visited the National Institute for Statistical
Science to seek advice and reactions to our clustering ideas. This laid the foundation for round
1.
The main steps taken were to:
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1. Become familiar with the BLS websites
2. Crawl the BLS website and create a local copy of HTML and text files (23,530
webpages)
3. Remove common words using a standard IR stopword list
4. Compare all words in corpus with WordNet to remove numerals and other non-textual
material, yielding 26,772 terms.
5. Apply the Porter stemmer to obtain each term’s root.
6. Apply two distinct term discrimination models to reduce data dimensionality: Salton’s
interval (terms that occur in 1% or more of the documents but 10% or less of the
documents), and this set augmented by the 100 most frequently occurring terms. These
reductions yielded 1882 terms in 15,231 documents (webpages) and 1982 terms in those
15,231 documents, respectively. Note that we added the augmented model after
preliminary analysis with the Salton interval alone.
7. Use term frequency over inverse document frequency weights for each cell in the
1882X15231 and 1982X15231 term-document matrices.
8. Project each term-document matrix onto the first 100 principal components of its terms to
reduce matrix sparseness and improve term-term similarity for clustering.
9. Apply k-means clustering with k=80.
10. Reduce number of clusters to 35 for Salton model and 34 for augmented model using
manual inspection and cluster cohesiveness measures.
11. Evaluate the clusters with a panel of nine project members assessing the integrity and
distinctiveness and selecting a best term to describe the cluster. Comparisons
demonstrated no statistically reliable differences in the two models on either of these
metrics, however, the cluster best terms were often selected from terms in the 100 term
augmentation set, suggesting that adding these high frequency terms is useful for cluster
discovery and naming. (This round of work is summarized in a working paper located at
http://ils.unc.edu/govstat/papers/bls.pdf).
Round 2: Document clustering using co-citation, term co-occurrence, and adjacency
matrix.
Based on the results of the first round, we were satisfied with the quality of the clusters but
they tended to be highly focused and some portions of the BLS website were neglected. We
therefore undertook a set of investigations to cluster documents rather than terms. Document
clustering also has the advantage of allowing hyperlinks to be taken into account. Note that
document and webpage are used interchangeably in the following.
The main steps taken were to:
1. Using the procedures as in Round 1 above, compute the document term matrix (transpose
of the term document matrix above).
2. Compute a document by document term co-occurrence matrix (a matrix showing how
many terms each document pair share); a hyperlink adjacency matrix (a matrix showing
whether documents point to one another or not); and a co-citation matrix (a matrix
showing how many documents link to each document pair). Sum these three nxn
matrices using parametric coefficients to yield a matrix for clustering.
3. Project the documents in the corpus onto the first 100 principal components of this
matrix.
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4. Apply k-means clustering on this input.
5. Select a label for the resulting clusters by maximizing term frequency within a cluster
while minimizing term frequency outside the cluster.
6. Evaluate the clusters. As in round 1, the clusters were conceptually satisfactory but of
varying granularity (some very specific clusters, some very general). A paper detailing
the first two rounds of work was presented at the American Society for Information
Science and Technology SIG Classification workshop (see
http://ils.unc.edu/govstat/papers/efronASISpaper.pdf).
Round 3: Document clustering using top two levels of BLS website.
Based on our round 2 results, it was clear that we wanted to continue to improve the
granularity of the clusters (try to obtain about 10 clusters of the same conceptual grain), limit
the noise in the very large and heterogeneous dataset, and allow documents to be classified
into more than one category. To move toward these goals, we decided to take advantage of
the existing organizational structure in the BLS website (beyond the hypertext links used in
round 2). To do so, we used a two-step approach that first trained a classifier using a portion
of the BLS website and then applied the classifier to the entire site. Additionally, we began
to experiment with reducing noise by limiting the document representations in various ways,
eventually settling on text in webpage titles, keywords and subject descriptors found in
metatags, and incoming hyperlink anchor text. We also began to formalize the HTML
parsing scripts and define the overall clustering toolkit. Additionally, we began to test the
results of the machine learning in the Relation Browser interface.
The main steps taken were to:
1. Select a subset of the BLS website (top two levels of the BLS website) to use as a
training set.
2. Prepare the training set for k-means clustering using the steps described in rounds 1 and 2
above.
3. Use k-means to identify a small number of mutually exclusive document clusters (k
clusters).
4. Construct a k-way classifier based upon the clustering (i.e., a model that calculates the
probability that a new document is a member of a particular cluster). Three classification
techniques were tested: probabilistic Rocchio, naïve Bayes, and support vector machines.
5. For each of the classifiers, classify the remaining BLS documents (for each classifier,
compute for each document a k-dimensional vector with probabilities of membership in
each of the k clusters).
6. Evaluate the resulting organizational structures via manual inspection and select one for
import into the Relation Browser.
7. Implement the organizational scheme for topics (write scripts that pipe the results of
clustering into the Relation Browser relational database scheme).
8. Meet with BLS personnel to refine procedures and report progress (December 2003).
Round 4: Document clustering using the Editor’s Desk as training set.
Based on our meeting at BLS, we selected “The Editor’s Desk” column data to use as a training
set. These columns cover a broad range of BLS topics, are highly structured and include
metatags with human-generated keywords. In this round, we used the steps from round 3 but
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used the Editor’s Desk training set. A formal evaluation was also conducted and a paper
presented at the 2004 ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (see
http://ils.unc.edu/govstat/papers/jcdl2004.pdf). Additionally, a paper and demonstration of the
Relation Browser instance were presented at the Digital Government 2004 conference (see
http://ils.unc.edu/govstat/papers/zhang_dg04.pdf).
The main steps taken were to:
1. Select the Editor’s Desk subset of the BLS website (1279 documents at the time of
processing) to use as a training set.
2. Prepare the training set for k-means clustering using the steps described in rounds 1 and 2
above, specifically, focus on representations using full text, titles only, metatag keywords
only, and hypertext link anchor text only. Represent each document as a vector of TFIDF
weights for the 1908 terms in the training set (after applying stop words and other
reduction steps detailed in round 1). Thus, the full-text representation matrix yielded a
1279 x 1908 matrix that was used as the training set for clustering.
3. Use k-means to identify a small number of mutually exclusive document clusters. Both
title alone and keyword alone representations were tried in addition to full text and k=10
found satisfactory in all cases. Thus the entire training set was used with k=10 for the
different document representations.
4. Evaluate the clusters. We compared the overlap between the human-generated subject
headings in the Editor’s Desk documents and the automatically assigned clusters for the
documents and found good accuracy for full-text (64%), title (72%), and especially
keyword (98%) variations of the training set.
5. Construct three variant k-way classifiers based upon the keyword representation
clustering. The three classification techniques tested were: probabilistic Rocchio, naïve
Bayes, and support vector machines.
6. For each of the classifiers, classify the remaining 14000+ BLS documents (for each
classifier, compute for each document a k-dimensional vector with probabilities of
membership in each of the k clusters).
7. Evaluate the resulting organizational structures. This was done through a crossvalidation analysis of the methods. Since the Naïve Bayes classifier was found to be as
good as support vector machine classifier and is much less computationally expensive,
we adopted it as the classifier for subsequent work (see the JCDL paper for details on the
evaluation). Additionally, we had 11 project participants (faculty and students at UNC)
evaluate the clustering by classifying up to 100 randomly selected documents from the
BLS website.
8. Implement a Relation Browser instance using these topical classifications. The steps
above yielded a topical organization for each HTML document in the BLS website (for
each document, we had a 10 dimensional vector of probabilities of belonging to each of
the 10 topical clusters). Because documents often deal with multiple topics, we decided
to assign each document to a primary topic and secondary topic based on the probability
levels. We created a Relation Browser instance with a primary topic and secondary topic
facets with parallel categories for each facet. In addition, we created a temporal facet by
examining the last update of each webpage and creating year of last update and month of
last update facets. See Figures 1-5 in the Appendix for screen displays of the Relation
Browser instance (also available online at http://idl53.ils.unc.edu/~junliang/rb_bls.html).
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9. Meet with BLS personnel to refine procedures and report progress (May 2004).
Round 5: Document clustering with TED plus random documents with EM algorithm.
At the May 2004 meeting with BLS personnel, there was general agreement that the topical
categories created were sensible and that the clustering into those categories was useful. We
noted that some topics were not represented so added 600 randomly selected additional pages
from the BLS website to use in the training set. We also reduced noise by limiting indexing to
the title text, metatag keyword text, and hyperlink anchor text. BLS participants thought that the
use of primary and secondary topics was confusing since the same categories are repeated in
each facet. In round 4, we continued to tune the overall process and create better instances of the
Relation Browser. We also began to use the EM clustering algorithm rather than k-means
algorithm because EM produces a trained statistical model as output rather than having to take
the k-means output and train a separate classifier. We also formalized and finalized the text
mining tookit.
The main steps taken were to:
1. Based on these results, we noted some gaps in coverage and augmented the Editor’s Desk
training set with 600 randomly selected webpages (documents) from the BLS website and
re-ran the process.
2. Determine a probability threshold for placing a document in more than one category.
Thus, a document with p=.8 for one category and .18 for a second category (with the
remaining .02 probability values spread out over the remaining 8 categories), might be
classified into both of these categories. This allowed us to remove the secondary topic
facet and multiply classify documents into one topical facet.
3. Create a set of geographic terms for international (a list of countries and a few specific
terms such as ‘international’), national, regional, state, and local categories and use them
to assign each document in the BLS website to one or more of these categories (based on
term occurrences). Documents that were unassigned were put into an ‘unknown’ category
(see Appendix D for the list of terms uses for each geographic category).
4. Finalize the toolkit. The Text Mining Toolkit and its documentation was formalized by
writing documentation and packaging for download from the project website (available at
http://ils.unc.edu/govstat/ under the demos and software link). The toolkit will also be
distributed through SourceForge as open source code under the GNU Public License.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the clustering. A study was initiated that involved BLS personnel
in manually classifying (through a web interface) randomly selected BLS webpages to see how
these manual classifications overlap with the automatic classifications. This study was
completed in Round 6.
Round 6: Further Experimentation with Latent Semantic Analysis and Independent
Component Analysis, Cluster Naming Study
Building off of the results in Round 5, further refinements to the toolkit were made to allow more
detailed exploration of the effects of applying Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) to the BLS data. Some recent success has been realized in
information retrieval contexts when using ICA on text data, and there has also been suggestions
that ICA is able to discover distinct and understandable “topics” in text data. Experiments
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underway with web data, including data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, aim to evaluate the
effect of ICA for document clustering. Preliminary results suggest that minimal performance
gains are seen when using ICA, however on the whole ICA performance comparably to LSA for
document clustering.
The experiments conducted in this round follow the same procedure outlined in Round 5, above,
with one major exception. The data provided to the clustering algorithm is not the raw
document-term matrix, but rather a reduced-dimensionality matrix that has been modified by
LSA or ICA. This dimension reduction enables the clustering algorithm to operate on a much
smaller data set: from 10 to 200 dimensions, instead of the approximately 1900 dimensions
given by the original term-space.
A study was conducted with members of the Bureau of Labor Statistics staff to evaluate the
quality of the clustering results. As described in “Round 5”, above, documents from the BLS
web site were clustered into 10 groups, and those groups were manually labeled. Study
participants, or raters, were then asked to put 50 documents into one of the 10 labeled bins
through a web-based interface. All subjects viewed the same 50 documents, 5 randomly selected
from each cluster. Cohen’s Kappa statistic was used to judge the level of agreement between
pairs of raters, and between each rater and the clustering. The goal of the study was to show that
the clustering agreed with raters almost as well as raters agreed with each other.
The ten cluster labels were:
Prices
Productivity
Unemployment
Wages and Benefits
Safety and Health
Education and Skills
Employment Statistics
Occupational Descriptions
Occupations by Job
Occupations by Place
Raters were given the option of skipping a document or choosing “None” if the document didn’t
fit into any of the given topics. A distribution of the document ratings by the subjects is shown
below:
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In the figure below, the range of kappa values for the rater-rater agreement is shown in blue, and
the range of kappa values for the rater-clustering agreement is shown in red. A kappa of zero
indicates random agreement and a kappa of one indicates perfect agreement. It is clear from this
figure that the rater-clustering agreement is significantly lower on average than the rater-rater
agreement.

Upon closer examination, when breaking the agreement scores out by category, the raterclustering agreement appears to be comparable to the rater-rater agreement for several
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categories. The figure below shows the per-cluster rater-rater and rater-cluster agreement scores.
From this figure, it is clear that topics that have high rater-rater agreement such as “Safety and
Health” and “Prices” also have high rater-cluster agreement. Topics where the rater-rater
agreement is bad or covers a large range, such as “Education” or “Employment Statistics”, have
poor rater-clustering agreement.

The following set of steps taken in Round 6 outlines the overall process built into the text mining
toolkit as it now stands after the past 36 months of investigation. Appendix E provides a
graphical summary of the overall process.
1. Index the collection. As there are myriad ways to represent a collection and do indexing, we
investigated a variety of options and built several options into the text mining toolkit. To create
the document-term matrix that the clustering algorithm(s) depend upon, we made a series of
design decisions based on standard practices in the information retrieval community to reduce
noise and data dimensionality:
a. Rather than using full text, we extracted all title text, meta text (keywords, subject
description), and link anchor text. At different times we tried full text, no anchor
text, and other alternatives but found this setting gave better results.
b. Removed all non-alphanumeric characters
c. Converted words to lower case
d. Applied an agency-specific stop word list. This list was created by hand and
augmented over time as different iterations of the clustering and evaluation took
place. See Appendix C for the final BLS stopword list.
e. Removed words with less than 3 characters
f. We choose not to use word stemming based on several trials using and not using
stemmers with this data
g. Remove terms that occur in less than 10 documents (there is substantial literature
on whether to include rare and common terms and we investigated this issue
empirically in early rounds)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

h. Selected word frequency as the document-term count technique (we also
investigated TD/IDF and binary values)
Select a training set and cluster the set. We used the Editor’s Desk documents plus 600
randomly selected additional documents as the training set for round 4 and 5. The EM
clustering algorithm was selected after considerable investigations with k-means and
other techniques. This algorithm is available as part of the open source Weka machine
learning toolkit and is appropriate for very large datasets and web environments since its
performance is linear with the document size (hierarchical clustering algorithms are
quadratic with document size) and it outputs a statistical model that can be used directly
to classify the remaining documents. We customized it for our toolkit so that users can
specify key parameters through a configuration script. A variety of settings were
investigated. For the prototype presented here, the following selections were made and
steps taken:
a. Set the desired number of clusters to 15 (we tried different versions at 8-15
settings)
b. Set number of clusters to build (number of models to build) to 10
c. Execute the algorithm with the training document-term matrix.
Apply the clustering model to the full collection. Applying the clustering model from the
training set to the remaining 14000+ documents in the test collection yields the
probabilities of membership in each cluster for each document.
Name the clusters. This is a crucial step for human expertise. Statistical procedures can
be used (e.g., take the centroid for the cluster and map it to word occurrences) but our
experience strongly suggests that the time it takes one or more experts to look at some
reasonable representation of the cluster is well worth the effort. The key is to create
some representation for the clusters that is helpful to humans. Our approach is to create
an HTML page showing the number of pages in each cluster with links to a list of all the
pages assigned to that cluster; and then for each cluster, the list of 10 terms that appear in
the most pages, the list of 10 terms with the highest log-odds ratio (occur frequently in
this cluster but rarely in other clusters). We then inspect these pages to identify a
word/phrase that best represents each cluster. In practice, we have had several people in
our research group provide names and then integrate those to select the best name for
each cluster. We have also tried other representations, giving human judges more
information such as the probabilities of belonging to each cluster for each webpage.
Iterate and tune. The above process was repeated many times, sometimes with several
iterations within a specific step. This tuning is an important element to the overall
process and thus requires a systematic and ongoing commitment to alternative
architectures.
Apply the organization in a user interface. Once a set of named clusters have been
identified, decisions can be made about how represent these clusters to users. Various
visualization techniques can be used for user interfaces and we use an interface we call
the Relation Browser. The webpage information and cluster membership(s) are ported to
the MySQL database that drives a Relation Browser instance. Because the Relation
Browser aims to allow people to juxtapose multiple facets and categories, we took several
approaches to incorporating the new categorization. One approach is to use the
probability of membership in a cluster to assign webpages to multiple clusters. We called
these primary and secondary topics in other work but found this to be confusing to users.
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In the BLS work we adopted heuristic approaches to create two other facets for
webpages: last update and geographic coverage. In both cases, a category for
undetermined was created. This process yielded a way of juxtaposing three facets (topic,
last update, and geographic coverage) in the Relation Browser. Screen displays for this
revised version are given in Figures 6-7 in the Appendices.

Summary and Conclusions
To assist BLS and other agencies in creating alternative architectures for large, complex
websites, we undertook investigations of automatic techniques to discover clusters of webpages
that could be used to better understand the overall organization of BLS information and aid
people in finding the data they need. Over a three year period we used a variety of information
retrieval and machine learning algorithms and techniques to ‘slice and dice’ more than 23,000
BLS webpages into small numbers of topical categories. As part of the experiments, a textmining toolkit was constructed and made available to BLS and the public. The results
demonstrate that automatic clustering techniques can be leveraged to extract topical metadata
from websites if careful human tuning is included as part of the process. The human
involvement is particularly crucial in tuning stop word lists and naming clusters. Rather than
indexing the full text of webpages, we found link anchor text (the text in links that point to a
webpage) to be the most useful source of evidence for discriminating webpages, with page titles
and metatags (if available) also helpful.
A number of follow up studies are suggested for future work. To fully implement the textmining toolkit, extensions to handle PDF and other file formats are suggested and BLS should
enhance and refine the stop word list. More basic kinds of studies are suggested to investigate
different training sets and new machine learning techniques, investigate new kinds of facets for
the Relation Browser instances (e.g., adding page type as a facet), and study user performance
and satisfaction for the Relation Browser and BLS website instances. BLS is encouraged to
develop a group at the BLS who implement and extend these techniques, implement a Relation
Browser instance as an alternative for the main website, consider other interfaces that allow more
facets or categories, apply the text mining toolkit to other kinds of BLS data (e.g., email), extend
the work to other statistical agencies with an eye toward linking to/from BLS specific topics, and
consider ways to use the automatic clustering to improve overall retrieval in the BLS site (e.g.,
through automatic or suggested query modification).
This work offers BLS some innovative ways to work with its data and make it more accessible to
users and a set of tools that can be implemented or adapted. The Relation Browser user interface
has been shown in studies (e.g., Zhang & Marchionini, 2004) to be an effective way to find and
understand information and this work provides one avenue for automating the crucial problem of
topically classifying webpages for the interface. Automatic topical metadata discovery is not a
perfect solution, however, adding a small amount of human effort at key points in the process
makes it a satisfactory alternative to existing information architectures.
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Appendix A. Screen Displays
Figure 1. Start State for BLS Relation Browser Instance from Round 5 (15,165 pages).
(Note the number of webpages in each category at left of category names)
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Figure 2. Mouse Hovering over Employment Statistics category. Note the updated number
of webpages in the categories in other facets reflecting those that are related to employment
statistics.
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Figure 3. Employment statistics selected and last updated 2002 selected and search button
clicked. Note that a scrollable list of results is shown in lower panel with links to the BLS
pages; the formal query is expressed at the bottom of the results; note that pages can be classified
into more than one category.
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Figure 4. Display from Figure 3 with mouse moved over Occupational stats by job
category. Note this demonstrates the close coupling between the browse panel at the top and the
results panel at the bottom of screen that are immediately updated upon mouseover to facilitate
continued exploration.
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Figure 5. Display from Figure 3 with “wage’ typed into the text search box for ‘title’ field.
Note that browse panel display is immediately updated to reflect new search state and query
characters appear in red in the results titles.
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Figure 6. Revised Relation Browser Instance after Round 5 with Mouse over Employment
Statistics.
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Figure 7. Relation Browser Instance after Round 5 showing results of Employment
Statistics and Substate geographic category selected.
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Appendix B. Text Mining Toolkit: User Manual
Text Mining Toolkit: User's Manual
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Introduction
Overview
The Text Mining Toolkit (TMT) is a software tool to aid in the automatic discovery of topics in a
corpus of text or HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) documents. This toolkit includes
components to parse a body of documents, apply data mining algorithms to those documents, and
analyze the results of those algorithms. The toolkit provides a Java™ Application Programming
Interface (API) for software developers to write programs utilizing the parsing and analysis
facilities. It also provides a simple, configuration-file-driven, command-line interface to
automate the parsing and analysis of a large collection of documents. This manual will only
cover the TMT command-line tool, not the TMT API.
The basic steps to using the command-line tool are outlined below. All these steps are explained
in further detail throughout this manual.
1. Mirror the web site you want to analyze with wget.
2. Index the mirrored collection of web documents, which involves parsing the documents
and extracting term-counts from specified parts of the documents.
3. Apply a clustering algorithm to the indexed collection.
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4. Manually evaluate the output of the clustering, labeling the clusters or adjusting the
clustering parameters as necessary.

License
The Text Mining Toolkit is release under the GNU General Public License. A copy of the license
should have been distributed with the software, and can also be downloaded from the GNU
General Public License website.

Configuration
The TMT command line interface is highly configurable via an XML-based configuration file
(sample file). This configuration file has a simple, yet powerful, format which is described in
detail throughout this document. The organization of the configuration file corresponds to the
high-level organization of the toolkit:
<config>
<index>
... indexing configuration details ...
</index>
<cluster>
... clustering configuration details ...
</cluster>
<analysis>
... analysis configuration details ...
</analysis>
</config>

Software Dependencies
The TMT has several software dependencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java™ version 1.4 or later
Colt version 1.2 or later (included)
Weka version 3.4.2 (included)
Apache Commons Digester, Collections, Logging, and BeanUtils (included)
R statistical computing environment (not included, optional)
Rserve Java™ client (included, optional)

All of the necessary Java libraries for the above tools are included with the Text Mining Toolkit.
The toolkit also uses the output from a web-crawl made with a freely available Unix/Linux tool,
wget.
The R statistical computing environment is an optional component, required only for the
advanced term space projection functionalities of the toolkit. This software is not provided with
the toolkit and must be installed separately. R can be freely downloaded from http://www.rproject.org. In order to use R with the toolkit, the following optional R packages must be
installed. Download the package tar file from the links below:
Rserve – download from http://stats.math.uni-augsburg.de/Rserve/
fastICA – download from http://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Descriptions/fastICA.html
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After downloading the files, you can install them in R by running the command:
R CMD INSTALL [package tar file]
and, prior to running the toolkit, execute the following command to start R in server mode:
R CMD Rserve
This will enable the Java™ toolkit software to communicate with the R statistical computing
environment.

Running the TMT Command-line Tool
To run the Text Mining Toolkit command-line interface, one must complete the following:
1. Java™ must be in the user's path.
2. The TMT jar file and all the above jar files must be in the user's CLASSPATH environment
variable.
3. A log file must have been produced from a web crawl using wget.
4. A TMT configuration file must be present.
The Text Mining Toolkit comes with a simple script to invoke the command-line interface. This
script is configured to set up the CLASSPATH variable correctly, but you may need to modify the
script to suit your installation environment. This script should run on most UNIX/Linux
installations.

A Note on using wget
Use of the freely-available tool, wget, is required for running the command-line TMT. This tool
comes installed standard with most Linux distributions, but can also be downloaded from the
GNU wget web site.
wget is used to mirror and create a local copy of the web site you are interested in clustering. The
log-file generated by wget and the downloaded documents are used as input to the TMT
command line tool. In order to produce a properly formatted wget log file, the following options
must be used:
wget -nv -o log-file [other options]

where log-file is the log file to be created and other options are the other arguments
required by wget to mirror a web site. See the GNU wget web site for detailed information on
the available options. The following example command downloads the first three levels of a web
site and produces the proper output:
wget -nv -o wget.log -r -l 3 -A html,htm -E -np http://www.example.com

Toolkit Components
There are three major components to the TMT: indexing, clustering, and analysis. The indexing
component is responsible for reading files off disk, converting those files to structured data, and
applying transformations to that data. The clustering component is responsible for selecting a
clustering algorithm, configuring that algorithm, applying more transformations to the data (if
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necessary), and applying the clustering algorithm to the data. Finally, the analysis component is
responsible for applying the trained clusterer and converting it into useful, understandable
output.

Component: Indexing
The indexing component of the toolkit is responsible for parsing a mirrored web site and
converting HTML documents into structured data which can be used by the clustering
algorithms. This structured data is referred to as an indexed collection. For each HTML
document in the collection, a series of numbers is produced. Each number corresponds to how
many times a word occurs in the document. This series of numbers for each document is called a
document representation. These document representations together make up the document-term
matrix, which can be thought of as a grid, where the rows are documents, the columns are terms,
and each cell of the grid is the number of times a term occurs in the corresponding document.
It is important to note that most words do not occur in most documents. This type of dataset is
known as a sparse dataset. Whenever writing an indexed collection to disk, it is most efficient to
make sure the data written to disk is in this sparse format.
A sample section of the configuration that corresponds to the indexing component is given
below. An explanation of each element follows.
<index collection-name="name"
input-file="input-file"
input-dir="input-dir"
save-to-file="true|false">
<parse-filters>
<filter class-name="idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.WordFilter"/>
<filter class-name="idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.LowerCaseFilter"/>
<filter class-name="idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.StopWordFilter">
<param name="stopWordFile" value="stopList.txt"/>
</filter>
</parse-filters>
<representation>
<builder classname="idl.tmt.representation.TitleTextRepresentationBuilder"
weight="1.0" share-termlist="true"/>
<builder classname="idl.tmt.representation.MetaTextRepresentationBuilder"
weight="1.0" share-termlist="true"/>
<builder classname="idl.tmt.representation.LinkTextRepresentationBuilder"
weight="1.0" share-termlist="true" binarize="true"/>
</representation>
<transformations>
<transform classname="idl.tmt.representation.transformations.TermOccurrenceFilter">
<param name="minOccurrences" value="5"/>
</transform>
</transformations>
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<termspaceprojection>
<projection
class-name=”idl.tmt.representation.projections.LSIProjection”>
<param name=”numDimensionsToKeep” value=”10”/>
</projection>
<set class-name=”idl.tmt.training.RandomSelector”>
<param name=”instanceCount” value=”1000”/>
<param name=”seed” value=”100”/>
</set>
</termspaceprojection>
</index>
The index element takes several attributes (all required):
•

collection-name identifies this indexed collection for use with clustering, and is used

•

input-file is the wget log file generated from the web-crawl. This should be an

•
•

input-dir is the local root directory from the web crawl.
save-to-file (true/false) indicates whether or not the indexed collection should be

when saving the collection
absolute file path.

saved to disk. In almost all cases, this should be "true" to guard against data loss if the
application quits before clustering is complete. The filename that the indexed collection
is saved to is <collection-name>.indexedcollection.dat.
parse-filters

element

The parse-filters controls which word-based filters are applied during the parsing of the
HTML documents. Typically, these filters are used to do things like make all the characters
lower-case, restrict to words of at least 3 characters in length, or apply a "stop-list" of words to
exclude in the analysis. Filters are specified through filter elements within the parse-filter
element. The available filters are:
•

•

idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.LengthFilter excludes words shorter than the
specified length. This filter takes a single required parameter, minLength, which specifies
the minimum word length to allow. This parameter should typically be set to 3.
idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.LowerCaseFilter converts all characters to

lower-case.
•

•

•

idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.StemFilter applies the Porter Stemmer to each

word. The stemmer attempts to remove suffixes from all words, so that words like
"president", "presidents" and "presidential" are all treated identically. See the Porter
Stemming Algorithm page for more information.
idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.StopWordFilter removes specific words from
the analysis. This filter takes a single required parameter, stopWordFile, which specifies
the file to use as the stop-word list. This file should be a plain-text file which contains a
single word per line.
idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.UpperCaseFilter converts all characters to
upper-case.
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•

idl.tmt.documentparsing.filters.WordFilter removes all non-alpha-numeric

characters from the words.
Typically, only the following filters are used, in this order: WordFilter, LowerCaseFilter,
StopWordsFilter (with a stop-word list tailored to the specific web site), and LengthFilter
(with minLength set to 3).
representation

element

The representation element specifies which part of the HTML documents terms are drawn
from to create the document representations. Terms could be pulled out of title of the document,
the body of the document, or from within specific HTML elements within the document. The
individual components which extract these terms are called representation builders and they are
specified through the builder element within the representation element. The available
builders are:
•
•

•

•

idl.tmt.representation.BodyTextRepresentationBuilder extract all terms from
within the <body> element of a HTML document, excluding HTML tags themselves.
idl.tmt.representation.LinkTextRepresentationBuilder extracts terms from
anchor tags (<a>) of an HTML document. These terms are not added to the document

representation of the document containing the anchor, but to the document that is linkedto by the anchor.
idl.tmt.representation.MetaTextRepresentationBuilder extracts terms from the
<meta> tag's content attribute when the type attribute is "keywords", "subject", or
"description".
idl.tmt.representation.TitleTextRepresentationBuilder extracts terms from
the <title> element.

Typically, the following builders are used: LinkText, MetaText, and TitleText.
All the builder elements also support the following attributes:
•

•

•

weight (optional, number, defaults to 1.0) specifies how strongly the terms from this

builder should be weighted compared to the rest of the builders. This should usually be
set to "1.0", but can be increased or decreased if desired. The values for this attribute
should not differ by more than 2 across representation builders.
binarize (optional, true/false, defaults to false) indicates whether this builder should
indicate binary term occurrence (one or zero) rather than term counts. Most builders
should have this attribute set to "false", but the LinkText builder should have it set to
"true". This is because many documents can link to a single document using the same
text, such as "home". A non-binarized link-text representation would assign very high
values to pages that are frequently linked-to, and low values to less frequently linked-to.
share-term-list (optional, true/false, defaults to true) indicates whether this builder
should share a term-list with the other builders, or use its own. This should always be set
to "true".
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transformations

element

The transformations element provides the ability to apply global transformations to the data
after parsing has completed. These transformations can include removing uncommon terms, reweighting terms, or re-weighting documents. The available transformations include:
•
•
•

•

idl.tmt.representation.transformations.MatrixColumnCenterer centers the

term-occurrences (columns of the document-term matrix) around their means.
idl.tmt.representation.transformations.MatrixRowNormalizer normalizes the
rows of the document-term matrix so that each document has a length of 1.
idl.tmt.representation.transformations.TermOccurrenceFilter removes terms
which occur in less than the specified number of documents. This transformation takes a
required parameter, minOccurrences, which specifies the minimum number of
documents the term must occur in order to retain the term.
idl.tmt.representation.transformations.TfidfWeighter re-weights all the termcounts with the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency weighting. See Tf Idf
Ranking for more information.

Typically, only the TermOccurrenceFilter is used, with minOccurrences set from 5 to 20.
It is important to note that the MatrixColumnCenterer and TfidfWeighter transformations
convert sparse representations to dense representations, where almost all of the values in the
document-term matrix are non-zero. The memory and disk-space requirements for working with
dense matrices are vastly greater than working with sparse matrices. In most cases, it is
inadvisable to apply those transformations at the indexing stage.

termspaceprojection

element

The termspaceprojection element applies a mathematical projection to the document-term
matrix. The purpose of this is to reduce the dimensionality of the term-space and to make
clustering more effective. The available projections include:
•
•

•

idl.tmt.representation.projections.LSIProjection applies the Singular Value

Decomposition, or Latent Semantic Analysis, to the document-term matrix.
idl.tmt.representation.projections.RLSIProjection applies the Singular Value
Decomposition, or Latent Semantic Analysis, to the document-term matrix. Note: this
projection requires that the R statistical package be installed.
idl.tmt.representation.projections.ICAProjection applies Independent
Component Analysis to the document-term matrix. Note: this projection requires that the
R statistical package be installed.

All the above projections support a parameter, numDimensionsToKeep, installed that specifies
the number of dimensions to retain when reducing the dimensionality. The
termspaceprojection element also supports the specification of a subset of the collection
through the set element. This functionality is the same as specifying a training set for a
clusterer, explained below.
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Component: Clustering
The clustering component is responsible for processing the data produced from the indexing step.
The steps of the clustering task are: (1) retrieve the indexed collection, (2) transform the
collection (optional), (3) select a portion of the collection as a training-set, (4) configure and
train the clusterer, and (5) save the clusterer for future analysis.
A sample section of the configuration that corresponds to the clustering component follows:
<cluster name="name" use-collection="coll-name" save-to-file="true|false">
<clusterer class-name="idl.tmt.clusterers.EnhancedEM">
<param name="initializerName"
value="idl.tmt.clusterers.RandomInstancesEMInitializer"/>
<param name="debug" value="false"/>
<param name="maxClusterersToBuild" value="10"/>
<param name="seed" value="50"/>
<param name="minStdDev" value="0.02"/>
<param name="numClusters" value="12"/>
</clusterer>
<training-sets>
<set class-name="idl.tmt.training.RandomSelector">
<param name="instanceCount" value="1500"/>
<param name="seed" value="100"/>
</set>
</training-sets>
</cluster>
The cluster element takes several attributes (all required):
•
•

•

name identifies this clusterer for use with analysis, and is used when saving the clusterer
use-collection corresponds to an indexed collection (the value of the collectionname attribute). This identifies which indexed collection will be used when training the

clusterer. First, an indexed collection will be looked for in memory. A collection could be
in memory if the indexing step was performed in the same invocation of the tool as the
clustering. Otherwise, if no collections exist of this name, the collection will be looked
for on disk.
save-to-file (true/false) indicates whether or not the clusterer should be saved to disk.
In almost all cases, this should be "true" to guard against data loss if the application dies
before clustering is complete. The filename that the indexed collection is saved to is
<name>.clusterer.dat.

clusterer

element

The clusterer element specifies and configures the clustering algorithm to use in the clustering.
This element has one required attribute, class-name and this should be set to
idl.tmt.clusterers.EnhancedEM. This is an enhancement of Weka's EM algorithm that has
been tailored for use with the text mining toolkit. There are several algorithm-specific parameters
that can be set through the param element. These are:
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•
•
•

•

•
•

initializerName specifies how the EM algorithm should be initialized. This value
should be set to idl.tmt.clusterers.RandomInstancesEMInitializer
numClusters specifies the number of clusters to build. Depending on the application, this

could be any value above 1.
minStdDev roughly corresponds to the "fuzziness" of the clusters. This should be set to a
value between 0.01 and 0.1, where the larger values correspond to "fuzzier" clusters.
Typically, this should be set to 0.02.
maxClusterersToBuild specifies how many times the clusterer should be run. Each run
develops a statistical model, and different statistical models can be compared based on
how well they fit the data. When several statistical models are built, the best one is
chosen for the final clustering. This should be set to a value between 1 and 20. Typically,
10 clusterers are built.
seed (optional) specifies the random seed to use. The clustering initialization is based on
a random process, and by changing the seed you can force different initial configurations.
debug (true/false) specifies whether or not debugging information should be printed to
standard-output during the training of the clusterer.

training-sets

element

The training-sets element specifies how to extract a training set from the indexed collection
with which to train the clusterer. A training set is usually a smaller subset than the entire indexed
collection. When building a training set, you should ensure that you have about 100 documents
per cluster. For example, if you are building 12 clusters, make sure that there are at least 1200
documents selected from the indexed collection.
Training set selectors can be specified through the set element within the training-sets
element. The available training set selectors are:
•

•

•

idl.tmt.training.FullCollectionSelector selects the entire indexed collection to

use as a training set. This should only be used when the indexed collection is relatively
small.
idl.tmt.training.RandomSelector randomly selects documents from the indexed
collection to use as a training set. This selector takes several parameters: instanceCount
(required) specifies how many documents to select and seed (optional) specifies the
random seed to use.
idl.tmt.training.RegexSelector selects documents based on matching a regular
expression to the document's full path name. This selector takes one required parameter,
regex (required) which specified the regular expression. If you know of a section of the
web site that would make a good training set, that section can be specified through this
selector.

Note that several sets can be specified in one training-sets element. In this way, you could
specify a specific part of the website, and supplement that with additional randomly selected
documents from the entire web site.
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transformations

element

The clusterer element also supports a transformations element (not shown in the
configuration excerpt above). The parameters of this element are identical to the
transformations element above.

Component: Analysis
There are currently two modes of analysis for the text mining toolkit: (1) generating HTML
pages which list the documents belonging to a cluster and the top terms for that cluster, and (2)
generating a spreadsheet-like file which contains all the document URLs and which cluster they
belong to. A sample analysis configuration which shows the parameterization for the HTML
analysis follows:
<analysis type="HTMLAnalysis"
name="analysis-name"
use-collection="collection-name"
use-clusterer="clusterer-name"/>
The analysis element does not take any nested elements, but takes four required attributes:
•

•
•
•

HTML

type identifies the type of analysis to be performed with the given clusterer. The possible
values for this attribute are HTMLAnalysis, which generates HTML pages, and Table

which generates a spreadsheet-like table of the documents and cluster memberships.
More details on these output formats are given below.
name provides a name for this analysis component.
use-collection identifies an indexed collection to use for this analysis. This attribute
corresponds to the value of the collection-name attribute of an index element.
use-clusterer identifies a clusterer to use for the analysis. This attribute corresponds to
the value of the name attribute of a cluster element.

analysis

The HTMLAnalysis type attribute produces a set of Hyper-text Markup Language (HTML)
documents that can be viewed through a web browser. One document is created for each cluster,
and an index document is created with shows global information about the clustering as a whole.
The index page displays the size of each cluster, provides a link to the individual cluster pages,
and provide the top 10 terms associated with each cluster. A abbreviated example of the index
page follows:

Cluster Output for Collection: collection-name
Basic Stats
Number of Docs: 9429
Number of Terms: 1256
Number of Clusters: 12

Detailed Synopses
•

Cluster 0 (1571 documents, prior = 0.1678)
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•

Cluster 1 (560 documents, prior = 0.0547)

Overview: Highest log-odds terms for each cluster
cluster 0
Term

LOR

Term

Frequency

dedicated 3.5718

survey

195

recently

3.2716

population 161

hot

3.2687

state

132

webcast

3.2415

income

125

Note that for each cluster, two lists of terms are given. The first list is the top terms by LogOdds-Ratio (LOR) and the second list is the most frequent terms for that cluster. The LOR is a
statistical measure of how associated a term is with a cluster. The LOR favors terms that occur
often in this cluster while occurring rarely in other clusters. The frequent terms are the terms that
occur in the most documents in this cluster. The term frequency does not take into account how
many times the term occurs in other clusters.
The cluster pages show more specific data about each cluster. This information includes the top
15 terms, all the documents which belong to that cluster, and the probability that the document
belongs to that cluster. An abbreviated example of a cluster page follows:
index

Results for Cluster 2
Terms with highest log-odds
Term
natinal

LOR
12.2291

Term

LOR

survey

99

substandard 12.2291

areas

74

collects

american 74

5.5709

Documents ordered by probability on this cluster
Document

C C0 C1 C2 C3

http://www.example.org/
0:[example, terms, for, example, site]

2 0
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0

1

0

http://www.example.org/special/
2 0
1:[special, example, terms, for, example, site]

0

1

0

The top terms are displayed at the top of the cluster pages. Below these terms, is a list of the
document URLs belonging to this cluster. Below the document URL is a unique number for this
document, and a list of the indexing terms used for this document. Remember that these terms
come from specific locations in the document defined in the index element above. To the right of
the document URL, a table of probabilities of cluster membership for this document on each
cluster is displayed. Note that you will frequently see a probability of 1.0 for one cluster and 0.0
for all the other clusters. There may be documents at the bottom of the list which have a lower
probability of membership to this cluster.
Table analysis
The Table type attribute produces a flat-text file containing the cluster memberships. The format
of this file is as follows:
URL1 [tab] 1
URL2 [tab] 2
URL3 [tab] 1,2
where each line starts with the URL of that document, followed by a TAB, followed by the
cluster number that the document belongs to. It is possible for a document to belong to more than
one cluster if the probability of cluster membership for more than one cluster is greater than 0.20.
If this is the case, a list of cluster numbers separated by commas will be in the second column,
instead of a single number. The file created will be named <name>.rbdata where name
corresponds to the name attribute of this element.
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Appendix C. BLS Stopword List
a
about
abstract
an
and
appendix
apr
april
archive
archived
archives
are
article
articles
asked
aug
august
back
bls
book
bureau
can
chart
contact
contacts
dec
december
description
desk
editor

mar
march
may
may
mlr
month
monthly
more
navigation
news
next
nlsy79
nov
november
oco
oct
oes
ooq
october
online
page
papers
pdf
questions
programs
read
related
release
releases
research

excerpt
faq
feb
february
file
for
format
frequently
from
glance
had
has
has
have
help
history
how
html
is
issue
jan
january
jul
july
jun
june
labor
links
list
main
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review
reviews
revised
s
see
sep
sept
september
skip
skip
statistics
table
ted
telephone
text
than
the
their
this
top
topic
txt
vol
were
what
where
will
with
workers1

Appendix D. Geographic
Terms Used
Substate
Washington D.C.
WASHINGTON D.C.
Washington DC
WASHINGTON DC
District of Columbia
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
New York
NEW YORK
Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES
Chicago
CHICAGO
Washington
WASHINGTON
San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO
Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA
Boston
BOSTON
Detroit
DETROIT
Dallas
DALLAS
Houston
HOUSTON
Atlanta
ATLANTA
Miami
MIAMI
Seattle
SEATTLE
Phoenix
PHOENIX
Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS
Cleveland
CLEVELAND
San Diego
SAN DIEGO
St. Louis
ST. LOUIS
Denver
DENVER
San Juan
SAN JUAN
Tampa
TAMPA
Pittsburgh

PITTSBURGH
Portland
PORTLAND
Cincinnati
CINCINNATI
Sacramento
SACRAMENTO
Kansas City
KANSAS CITY
Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE
Orlando
ORLANDO
Indianapolis
INDIANAPOLIS
San Antonio
SAN ANTONIO
Norfolk
NORFOLK
Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS
Columbus
COLUMBUS
Charlotte
CHARLOTTE
New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS
Salt Lake City
SALT LAKE CITY
Greensboro
GREENSBORO
Austin
AUSTIN
Nashville
NASHVILLE
Providence
PROVIDENCE
Raleigh
RALEIGH
Hartford
HARTFORD
Buffalo
BUFFALO
Memphis
MEMPHIS
West Palm Beach
WEST PALM BEACH
Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE
Rochester
ROCHESTER
Grand Rapids
GRAND RAPIDS
Oklahoma City
OKLAHOMA CITY
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Louisville
LOUISVILLE
Richmond
RICHMOND
Greenville
GREENVILLE
Dayton
DAYTON
Fresno
FRESNO
Birmingham
BIRMINGHAM
Honolulu
HONOLULU
Albany
ALBANY
Tucson
TUCSON
Tulsa
TULSA
Syracuse
SYRACUSE
Omaha
OMAHA
Albuquerque
ALBUQUERQUE
Knoxville
KNOXVILLE
El Paso
EL PASO
Bakersfield
BAKERSFIELD
Allentown
ALLENTOWN
Harrisburg
HARRISBURG
Scranton
SCRANTON
Toledo
TOLEDO
Baton Rouge
BATON ROUGE
Youngstown
YOUNGSTOWN
Springfield
SPRINGFIELD
Sarasota
SARASOTA
Little Rock
LITTLE ROCK
McAllen
MCALLEN
Stockton
STOCKTON
Charleston

CHARLESTON
Wichita
WICHITA
#Mobile
#MOBILE
Columbia
COLUMBIA
Colorado Springs
COLORADO SPRINGS
Fort Wayne
FORT WAYNE
Daytona Beach
DAYTONA BEACH
Lakeland
LAKELAND
Johnson City
JOHNSON CITY
Lexington
LEXINGTON
Augusta
AUGUSTA
Melbourne
MELBOURNE
Lancaster
LANCASTER
Chattanooga
CHATTANOOGA
Des Moines
DES MOINES
Kalamazoo
KALAMAZOO
Lansing
LANSING
Modesto
MODESTO
Fort Myers
FORT MYERS
Jackson
JACKSON
Boise City
BOISE CITY
Madison
MADISON
Spokane
SPOKANE
Pensacola
PENSACOLA
Canton
CANTON
Saginaw
SAGINAW
Salinas
SALINAS
Santa Barbara
SANTA BARBARA
Shreveport

SHREVEPORT
Lafayette
LAFAYETTE
Beaumont
BEAUMONT
York
YORK
Corpus Christi
CORPUS CHRISTI
Reading
READING
Rockford
ROCKFORD
Provo
PROVO
Visalia
VISALIA
Biloxi
BILOXI
Ponce
PONCE
Davenport
DAVENPORT
Appleton
APPLETON
Peoria
PEORIA
Huntsville
HUNTSVILLE
Hickory
HICKORY
Reno
RENO
Brownsville
BROWNSVILLE
Montgomery
MONTGOMERY
Springfield
SPRINGFIELD
Eugene
EUGENE
Macon
MACON
Fort Pierce
FORT PIERCE
Huntington
HUNTINGTON
Killeen
KILLEEN
Fayetteville
FAYETTEVILLE
Fayetteville
FAYETTEVILLE
Utica
UTICA
Evansville
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EVANSVILLE
New London
NEW LONDON
Savannah
SAVANNAH
Tallahassee
TALLAHASSEE
Erie
ERIE
Columbus
COLUMBUS
South Bend
SOUTH BEND
Anchorage
ANCHORAGE
Ocala
OCALA
Mayaguez
MAYAGUEZ
Binghamton
BINGHAMTON
Charleston
CHARLESTON
Fort Collins
FORT COLLINS
Naples
NAPLES
Lincoln
LINCOLN
San Luis Obispo
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Duluth
DULUTH
Portland
PORTLAND
Lubbock
LUBBOCK
Odessa
ODESSA
Roanoke
ROANOKE
Wilmington
WILMINGTON
Johnstown
JOHNSTOWN
Green Bay
GREEN BAY
Asheville
ASHEVILLE
Yakima
YAKIMA
Gainesville
GAINESVILLE
Amarillo
AMARILLO
Lynchburg

LYNCHBURG
Waco
WACO
Merced
MERCED
Longview
LONGVIEW
Fort Smith
FORT SMITH
Clarksville
CLARKSVILLE
Chico
CHICO
Springfield
SPRINGFIELD
Myrtle Beach
MYRTLE BEACH
Houma
HOUMA
Laredo
LAREDO
Richland
RICHLAND
Cedar Rapids
CEDAR RAPIDS
Lake Charles
LAKE CHARLES
Lafayette
LAFAYETTE
Elkhart
ELKHART
Medford
MEDFORD
Champaign
CHAMPAIGN
Mansfield
MANSFIELD
Tyler
TYLER
Las Cruces
LAS CRUCES
Fargo
FARGO
Sioux Falls
SIOUX FALLS
Fort Walton Beach
FORT WALTON BEACH
Topeka
TOPEKA
Burlington
BURLINGTON
St. Cloud
ST. CLOUD
Bellingham
BELLINGHAM
Tuscaloosa

TUSCALOOSA
Redding
REDDING
Barnstable
BARNSTABLE
Benton Harbor
BENTON HARBOR
Yuma
YUMA
Charlottesville
CHARLOTTESVILLE
Jackson
JACKSON
Joplin
JOPLIN
Lima
LIMA
Athens
ATHENS
Wheeling
WHEELING
Bryan
BRYAN
Janesville
JANESVILLE
Parkersburg
PARKERSBURG
Bloomington
BLOOMINGTON
Jacksonville
JACKSONVILLE
Terre Haute
TERRE HAUTE
Eau Claire
EAU CLAIRE
Panama City
PANAMA CITY
Santa Fe
SANTA FE
Monroe
MONROE
Aguadilla
AGUADILLA
Decatur
DECATUR
Rocky Mount
ROCKY MOUNT
Florence
FLORENCE
Punta Gorda
PUNTA GORDA
Pueblo
PUEBLO
Wichita Falls
WICHITA FALLS
Jamestown
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JAMESTOWN
Yuba City
YUBA CITY
Dothan
DOTHAN
State College
STATE COLLEGE
Columbia
COLUMBIA
Greenville
GREENVILLE
Steubenville
STEUBENVILLE
Texarkana
TEXARKANA
Billings
BILLINGS
Altoona
ALTOONA
Waterloo
WATERLOO
La Crosse
LA CROSSE
Dover
DOVER
Abilene
ABILENE
Alexandria
ALEXANDRIA
Wausau
WAUSAU
Florence
FLORENCE
Glens Falls
GLENS FALLS
Rochester
ROCHESTER
Sioux City
SIOUX CITY
Flagstaff
FLAGSTAFF
Albany
ALBANY
Bloomington
BLOOMINGTON
Sharon
SHARON
Williamsport
WILLIAMSPORT
Muncie
MUNCIE
Grand Junction
GRAND JUNCTION
Auburn
AUBURN
Lawton

LAWTON
Decatur
DECATUR
Goldsboro
GOLDSBORO
Sheboygan
SHEBOYGAN
Anniston
ANNISTON
Hattiesburg
HATTIESBURG
Iowa City
IOWA CITY
Sherman
SHERMAN
Danville
DANVILLE
Jackson
JACKSON
Sumter
SUMTER
San Angelo
SAN ANGELO
Gadsden
GADSDEN
St. Joseph
ST. JOSEPH
Cumberland
CUMBERLAND
Kokomo
KOKOMO
State
Alabama
ALABAMA
Alaska
ALASKA
Arizona
ARIZONA
Arkansas
ARKANSAS
California
CALIFORNIA
Colorado
COLORADO
Connecticut
CONNECTICUT
Delaware
DELAWARE
Florida
FLORIDA
Georgia
GEORGIA
Hawaii
HAWAII

Idaho
IDAHO
Illinois
ILLINOIS
Indiana
INDIANA
Iowa
IOWA
Kansas
KANSAS
Kentucky
KENTUCKY
Louisiana
LOUISIANA
Maine
MAINE
Maryland
MARYLAND
Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Michigan
MICHIGAN
Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Mississippi
MISSISSIPPI
Missouri
MISSOURI
Montana
MONTANA
Nebraska
NEBRASKA
Nevada
NEVADA
New Hampshire
NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
New Mexico
NEW MEXICO
New York
NEW YORK
North Carolina
NORTH CAROLINA
North Dakota
NORTH DAKOTA
Ohio
OHIO
Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA
Oregon
OREGON
Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
Rhode Island
RHODE ISLAND
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South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA
South Dakota
SOUTH DAKOTA
Tennessee
TENNESSEE
Texas
TEXAS
Utah
UTAH
Vermont
VERMONT
Virginia
VIRGINIA
Washington
WASHINGTON
West Virginia
WEST VIRGINIA
Wisconsin
WISCONSIN
Wyoming
WYOMING
Puerto Rico
PUERTO RICO
Virgin Islands
VIRGIN ISLANDS
American Samoa
AMERICAN SAMOA
Guam
GUAM

Regional
the West
the Midwest
the South
the Northeast
National
nation
Nation
NATION
national
National
NATIONAL
the United States
The United States
the United States of America
The United States of America
International
import
Import

export
Export
nations
Nations
Afghanistan
Åland Islands
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antarctica
Antigua And Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia And Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos
Colombia
Comoros
Congo
Congo

Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Côte D'ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea-bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Heard Island And Mcdonald
Islands
Holy See
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
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Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea
Korea
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic
Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman

Pakistan
Palau
Palestinian Territory
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Réunion
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Saint Helena
Saint Kitts And Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Pierre And Miquelon
Saint Vincent And The
Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome And Principe
Saudi Arabia

Senegal
Serbia And Montenegro
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia And The South
Sandwich Islands
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard And Jan Mayen
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Timor-leste
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Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad And Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks And Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Vatican City State See Holy See
Venezuela
Viet Nam
Wallis And Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Appendix E. Overall Topical Metadata Discovery Process

Behind the RB:
Human-Machine Cooperation
Acquire

Crawl
mirror
[HTML]

Build
Rep

Term/Doc
matrix
Titles,
anchor text,
metadata
tags

Filter

Project

Stop words
infrequents

Cluster

Reduce
dimensionality
to 50-100 dim

Name

K-means

Human effort

EM

Frequencies
Log-odds

PCA
Yields prob
model

LSA
ICA

Acquire Data
• Crawl Site (sites)
• Currently HTML only
• Mirror locally
– E.g., BLS yields 23,530 pages

• Clean data
– Remove non-alphas
– Lower case all
– WordNet validate words
– Stem or not stem
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Assign

Cataloging
(binning)
based on
model

Import

Pipe to
RB

Add
other
facets

Build Representation
• Select data to include
– Pages to include/exclude (e.g. BLS ED, 1279 pages)
– ASCII text from
• Titles
• Link anchors
• Metadata tags

• Build raw term-document matrix
– Pages as rows (observations)
– Terms as columns (variables) (e.g., BLS 26,772
terms)
– Frequencies or TF-IDF weights in cells

Filter Data
• Stop word lists
– General terms
– Domain specific terms
– Web and navigation terms
– Iteratively developed/refined

• Term discrimination filters (various)
– .01-.1 doc frequency interval
– Interval augmented by 100 top freq
– Empirical threshold (e.g., > 5 docs)
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Project data onto Lower
Dimensional Space(s)
• First N principal components
• 50-100 latent semantic dimensions
• 50-100 independent components
• Reduces to ‘narrower’ term-doc matrix
– Note: we are experimenting with this at this
time

Cluster Documents (pages)
• K-means, e.g., with k<<100
• EM yields a probability distribution for
each document over the clusters (so a
document has some probability of
belonging to each cluster)
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Evaluate Clusters and Name Topics
• Create usable output
– A web page with the clusters and number of
documents in each
– For each cluster, a list of the top 10 most
frequently occurring terms; a list of the top 10
log-odds ratio terms; and links to all the pages
in that cluster
– Eyeball the terms, pick a cluster (topic) name
(names); else iterate previous steps

Assign Pages to Topics
• For every page, compute the probability
distribution (using EM model) over each
cluster/topic
• Select a threshold for placing pages into
topics (most easily go into only one topic)
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Create Other Facets and Pipe to RB
• Use a set of heuristic rules to place pages
into geographic categories
• Use a set of heuristic rules to place pages
into temporal categories (ad hoc at
present)
• Map the files onto the RB relational
scheme
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